INTERNATIONAL NEWS

PAKISTAN - 400 people were killed in a bomb attack in Karachi.

SYRIA - The cease-fire agreement is still holding.

UK NEWS

As is tradition, squatters, anarchists and communists alike all joined together on New Year's Eve to show solidarity with all those unlucky enough to be locked up inside. This year got about 100 people who chanted, set off fireworks and balanced up the prison. Get in touch with London ABC if you wanna do more prisoner solidarity stuff TOP WORK

GET YOUR ASS TO CHURCH - The Noah's Ark in South London is now a popular property with the notorious God-botherers and freaky priest Gilbert Feya. Watch out for other parties and benefits sightings.

ANCHEORS AWAY - Squatting in 2016 for 5 months and again in 2017 when it lasted over a year. The Blue Anchor pub in Brixton London was finally reclaimed by the squatters as they prepare the areas for house redevelopment. The squatters moved on after losing in court, leaving it generally open for squatters and party people to use in their absence.

LONDON TIME - After a month-long occupation, the squatters have been evicted. The garden was originally evicted by two local estates & another 130 cops. A couple of squatters got evicted after 7 hours of being removed. But the squatter is not over yet. Since eviction protests have continued. The squatter has built a wall and paid security to surround the garden, built a wall and paid security to surround the garden.

ARCHIVE

SLUMMETED UP - The row of terraced houses at the Limehouse junction have been demolished. After being squatted for a decade by different groups, the houses have been taken over by a new group of squatters.

FUCK THE DFLA - Far right extremists please put your head back in your ass. 13 October 2010, the sun shines over London, but with all this heat the heat that sits around the city twice as more, as a matter of fact a lot of fascist scum flooded in the city center. DFLA. A "protest against returning fascists", and there it was, Freedom of Speech crying blood. Every single one of them that one of them talks, it cries blood, it sells flaws. However a counter-protest held by numerous groups of activists and no, or should we call them human beings with a conscious, manage to stop their march, and fuck them off in the meantime. The enforcers of the law made themselves the first line of the fights, being in the middle and taking pleasure in being rubbed between the two parts, avoiding to let escalate the protest into a riot.

The counter protest ended up in waterloo bridge. We can just hope that the people who were watching went home with a shadow doubt. The stint disipated for most, but I can still smell it.
We're sure hell going to hate this, but we've decided to give our inaugural **GOLDEN CROWBAR AWARD** to the long-suffering, long-suffering **MYK** from the Advisory Service for Squatters. You may only know him from the emails returning to back the defense papers for your squats, we've got him an afternoon: in the office in Aldgate, but few realize that Myk only joins the Advisory Service to get an extra $10 a week on his dole money back when the Spices Girls were still top of the pops. SO FUCKING TRASHY LADS, Spices Girls have been and gone and back again, but Myk soldiers on. He must be personally responsible for defending the homes and rights of 1000s of you dirty squatters. Buy the man a pint next time you send him your court papers. **BIG UP MYK WE LOVE YA, BILY!**

---

**THE HAKED NEW YEARS WANKER**

If you have any information about the identity or whereabouts of this man please contact us. He appears to have been partying again. **THE IMMITATION OF THE WANKER TO HIS ATTIRE IS CONTINUOUSLY USEFUL.**

---

**LOOKING FOR A CRAW?!**

Are you tired of being a worthless bum mooching off of other crews and contributing nothing? Have you recently been fucked over by your landlord and want to do something about it? Well listen up because **PRACTICAL SQUATTERS NIGHT IS CHANGING!**

The regular meet-ups at Decent and B68 are being replaced by irregular scheduled meetings with a practical focus on building new crews directly. If you are interested in squating and want to meet others and get help starting off send your contact details to Advisory Service for Squatters and we will let you know when the next meeting will happen.

**ASS: 020 3216 0090 - advice@squatter.org.uk**